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The Self Learning Sales Assistant 

“The game-changer could well be artificial intelligence” – Sequoia Capital
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Self-Learning Sales Bots We Hate Losing Sales

Low productivity

80% of sales require 5 follow-up calls after the meeting. 44% 
of sales reps give up after 1 follow-up.

Limited capacity   

Sales people spend less than 1/3
of their time working with potential customers. A great deal of 

time is data entry, gather information, or repetitive work.

But we are just humans

Lack of insight

Cannot track and make sense of large amount of customer 

data.
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Complex and Expensive 
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Unlimited capacity 

Victoria - “Cortana for sales”

Simultaneously answer unlimited number of phone calls. Keeping track of 

thousands of follow ups. Works 24/7 and stays alert all the time. 

Self learning

Automatically learn from human. No training required. The more you use, 

the better she gets.

Smart

Automatically track all customer interactions and analyze huge amount 

of data to provide critical insight.
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Victoria 1.0 - Production
Based on Human Configured Rules

Make calls and only connect to sales 

for live answered calls

Reach prospects

Carry out tasks based on customer 

journey and workflow rules.

Carry out routine tasks

Remember all follow ups and remind 

sales people

Track & Remind

Generate sales report and 

activity report

Generate report

Automatic data collection in email, 

text message, phone and web.

Track customer interactions

Show sales customer info 

whenever needed

Handle large amount of incoming 

calls simultaneously. 

Answer phone calls

Send personalized messages to 

huge amount of people

Mass text and email

Provide up-to-date Info

Connectors to various sales and marketing 

systems, such as salesforce, zoho, Marketo, 

Zendesk, slack etc.

Apply man-in-the-loop machine learning to 

various tasks and eliminate the need for pre-

configured rules

Machine Learning

Open Connectors

Victoria 2.0 – In Progress
Self-Learning

Victoria 3.0 - Planned
Open & ecosystem
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$3 BILLION

Initial Target Market

5 million in the US

Inside sales reps

50% employed in SMB  

Small & medium businesses

• Finance

• Insurance

• professional services

In specific industries

$5k-$6k a Month

Current Revenue through Victoria 1.0 Trials

Follow On Market

$8 BILLION

Enterprise, international market through partnerships
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Excel.ai - Victoria Salesforce - Einstein Spiro Conversica Growbots

Answer phone

Make phone calls

Reply email

Reply text message

Send mass email & text

Track customer interactions

Schedule & remind

Leverage CRM

Self Learning In progress

Analytics Developing

Open connectors Developing

Competitions
AI sales assistants - Victoria is the most capable and requires no training 

The next great
SaaS company

will look nothing
like salesforce

TechCrunch
Aaref Hilaly

Sequoia Capital
Nov 13, 2016

‘‘

’’
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Self-Learning Sales Bots Financial Projections

$0.9M

$5M

$19M

($2.7M) ($3M)

$3.6M

3-Year Financial Projection

$2M Seed Funding02/2017

Beta Release08/2017

$3M Funding11/2017

10K users08/2018

11/2019 Profitable

08/2017 Production

Customer Pre-Sign-up08/2017

10/2018 Product Expansion

MRR $100 / User ($70 subscription + ~$30 usage)

Business Model
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Target Partnerships like 

Voicent’s 10K customers. Early 

sign ups show 5% conversion 

can be expected

Target inside sales reps in 

SMB. 2M in the target 

industries. Initial vertical: 300K 

insurance sales reps in US

Enterprise market through 

partnerships

Go to Market Strategy

Pricing
Subscription: $70/month

Usage: $30/month

Marketing

Inbound marketing & inside sales.

PR, content marketing, SEO.

Outbound email campaigns and follow 

up calls on warm leads.

Customer referrals.
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Expert in cloud and machine 

learning. Main architect for 

VMware’s vRealize product. 

Holds 4 software patents.

Ph.D Stanford

CTO

Zihong Lu

Sales executive specializing in 

unique relationships and 

growing revenue. A former VP 

with sales experience at Intel 

and Kailea Networks.

BA. San Jose State

CSO

Scott Miller

Expert in product positioning and 

marketing. Former CEO, Director 

of Marketing, and Senior Small 

Business Marketing Partner.

BA, CPG

CMO

Wendell Adams

Technically advanced successful 

experienced entrepreneur. 

Bootstrapped and managed 

Voicent for over ten years and 

built it into a highly profitable 

business.

MSCS. UCSB

Founder & CEO

JOE WU

The Team
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Opportunity

We are well positioned to create a self-learning 

sales assistant that crosses platforms.

High-margin billion-dollar opportunity

An AI-enabled, self-serving product combined with a 

low-cost go-to-market strategy enables us to win the 

SMB market and take a bottom up approach for 

enterprise.

Perfect market fit for the SMB & Enterprise

A software foundation (1M+ lines of code) that 

is developed and deployed over ten years with 

more than 10K+ customers.

Extensive technology platform creates strong 
barrier to entry1

2

3

Why Invest in Us

A team who understands the pain of inside 

sales and have expertise in making a profit in 

the SMB & Enterprise market.

A team with strong track record in the SMB market

This round will enable us to complete beta release in 6 month. 

We are seeking $2M seed round

Targeting an IPO or M&A.

Recent M&A: Constant Contact sold for $1B. InContact sold 

for $940M. Salesforce acquired RelateIQ for $340M.

Possible Acquirer: ZohoCRM, Endurance International, 

SalesForce, Square 

Exit Strategy
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Media has been in mass talking about how bots and sales assistants will revolutionize the industry. For an in-depth 

perspective on the future of sales, we encourage you to read the latest media coverage.

TechCrunch: goo.gl/bgLxJi


